New books in the Library

The letters of Samuel Beckett

Irrelationship: how we use dysfunctional relationships to hide from intimacy

Babylonisch-assyrische Lesestücke

A concise dictionary of Akkadian

Social science concepts: a user's guide

Comparative methodology: theory and practice in international social research

Comparative political dynamics: global research perspectives

A queen in Bucks County

Empire, race and global justice
The rights of minority cultures

Transparent and reproducible social science research: how to do open science

Statistics without tears: an introduction for non-mathematicians

Normal rules don't apply: short stories

Laboratories against democracy: how national parties transformed state politics

Sounds like London: 100 years of black music in the capital

Quiet Kumalo

Musical truth: a musical journey through modern black Britain

Dispatches from the diaspora: from Nelson Mandela to black lives matter
The secret world: a history of intelligence

The pilgrim’s progress: from this world to that which is to come, delivered under the similitude of a dream

Rule, nostalgia: a backwards history of Britain

Kwaidan: stories and studies of strange

Sociolinguistics: the study of speakers’ choices

The Oxford handbook of international refugee law

Journal du voleur

Un barrage contre le Pacifique

Being Protestant in Reformation Britain

The eastern gate: war and peace in Nagaland, Manipur and India’s far east
Steal away home: one woman's epic flight to freedom--and her long road back to the South

Freedom: the overthrow of the slave empires

China's good war: how World War II is shaping a new nationalism

Slave law and the politics of resistance in the early Atlantic world

The skeptical environmentalist: measuring the real state of the world

Guernica: and total war

This divided island: stories from the Sri Lankan war

Asia Pacific in the age of globalization

How Asia found herself: a story of intercultural understanding
The politics of reproduction: race, medicine, and fertility in the age of abolition

The perils of interpreting: the extraordinary lives of two translators between Qing China and the British empire

John Law: a Scottish adventurer of the eighteenth century

Malleable anatomies: models, makers, and material culture in eighteenth-century Italy

Unlocking the church: the lost secrets of Victorian sacred space

Agents of empire: knights, corsairs, Jesuits and spies in the sixteenth-century Mediterranean world

Queen Boudica and historical culture in Britain: an image of truth

Cuba: an American history

Silver, sword and stone: the story of Latin America in three extraordinary lives

Through the eye of a needle: wealth, the fall of Rome, and the making of Christianity in the West, 350-550 AD
Economics for the common good

Napoleon's plunder and the theft of Veronese's feast

Mortal republic: how Rome fell into tyranny

Transnational Histories of Youth in the Twentieth Century

Connect: how companies succeed by engaging radically with society

Slavery, geography and empire in nineteenth-century marine landscapes of Montreal and Jamaica

The book of Saladin

Testimony: the legacy of Schindler's List and The USC Shoah Foundation

Montaigne and the art of free-thinking

Black Tudors: the untold story
Deviance and power in late medieval London

Palestine: a four thousand year history

Reckonings: legacies of Nazi persecution and the quest for justice

Europeanization in the twentieth century: historical approaches

Between the devil and the host: imagining witchcraft in early modern Poland

The red prince: the life of John of Gaunt, the Duke of Lancaster

Frederick Douglass: prophet of freedom

Red flags: why Xi's China is in jeopardy

Gandhi: the years that changed the world, 1914-1948
Significant soil: settler colonialism and Japan's urban empire in Manchuria

Endeavour: the ship and the attitude that changed the world

The cult of the Virgin Mary in early Modern Germany: Protestant and Catholic piety, 1500-1648

Milk of paradise: a history of opium

The guarded gate: bigotry, eugenics, and the law that kept two generations of Jews, Italians, and other European immigrants out of America

Eric Hobsbawm: a life in history

The transnational unconscious: essays in the history of psychoanalysis and transnationalism

Body and tradition in nineteenth-century France: Félix Arnaudin and the moorlands of Gascony, 1870-1914

Cosmopolitan thought zones: South Asia and the global circulation of ideas

Tax, order, and good government: a new political history of Canada, 1867-1917
The price of paradise: how the suicide bomber shaped the modern age

Kingdom of characters: a tale of language, obsession, and genius in modern China

Orphans of empire: the fate of London's foundlings

Jerusalem: the biography

Invisible agents: women and espionage in seventeenth-century Britain

The dragon and the foreign devils: China and the world, 1100 BC to the present

The great naval game: Britain and Germany in the age of empire

The invention of miracles: language, power, and Alexander Graham Bell's quest to end deafness

Islam and the European empires
Irish Women and the Great War

Emperor: A New Life of Charles V

Pierre de L'Estoile and his World in the Wars of Religion

Out of China: How the Chinese Ended the Era of Western Domination

It's Easier to Reach Heaven than the End of the Street: An Englishwoman in Jerusalem

The End of the Myth: From the Frontier to the Border Wall in the Mind of America

Política: Nuevomexicanos and American Political Incorporation, 1821-1910

Our Sister Republics: The United States in an Age of American Revolutions

Aspects of Aristocracy: Grandeur and Decline in Modern Britain
The age of the gas mask: how British civilians faced the terrors of total war

Landmarks

A house in the mountains: the women who liberated Italy from fascism

Henry IV

American revolutions: a continental history 1750-1804

Women in the world of Frederick Douglass

The Gulf: the making of an American sea

City of dreams: the 400-year epic history of immigrant New York

Carpe diem regained: the vanishing art of seizing the day
Bodies of work: the First World War and the transnational making of rehabilitation

George V: never a dull moment

Napoleon. Volume 2, The spirit of the age, 1805-1810

The city-state of Boston: the rise and fall of an Atlantic power, 1630-1865

The broken years: Russia's disabled war veterans, 1904-1921

Out of the Gobi: my story of China and America

Lessons in chemistry

Irish Women and the Great War

Best we forget: the war for white Australia, 1914-18
A fistful of shells: West Africa from the rise of the slave trade to the age of revolution

The Inquisition: a global history, 1478-1834

The foundations of gentry life: the Multons of Frampton and their world, 1270-1370

Class in contemporary China

Inferior politics: social problems and social policies in eighteenth-century Britain

Trading in war: London’s maritime world in the age of Cook and Nelson

The society of prisoners: Anglo-French wars and incarceration in the eighteenth century

Heligoland: Britain, Germany, and the struggle for the North Sea

Status interaction during the reign of Louis XIV
Thunder in the mountains: Chief Joseph, Oliver Otis Howard, and the Nez Perce War

Workers on arrival: black labor in the making of America

For king and country: the British monarchy and the First World War

Boundaries: when to say yes, how to say no to take control of your life. Workbook

Overcoming panic: a self-help guide using cognitive behavioral techniques

Remember this when you're sad

Assia Djebar, nomade entre les murs--: pour une poétique transfrontalière

The making of the modern Middle East: a personal history

On Palestine
The hundred years' war on Palestine: a history of settler colonial conquest and resistance

Grimms' bad girls & bold boys: the moral & social vision of the Tales

Madame Bovary

The shyness & social anxiety workbook: proven, step-by-step techniques for overcoming your fear

Enemies and neighbours: Arabs and Jews in Palestine and Israel, 1917-2017

I am dynamite!: a life of Nietzsche

Haunted by chaos: China's grand strategy from Mao Zedong to Xi Jinping

The longest line on the map: the United States, the Pan-American Highway, and the quest to link the Americas

The BP exhibition: Ming: 50 years that changed China

John Ruskin and the fabric of architecture
The gift of the magi

Passing

Breakfast at Tiffany's

The star-child

Ice

Reginald's Christmas revel

Babette's feast

Street haunting

A state of freedom
A Shining

The nutcracker

Cosmicomics

The Cossacks

Mr Ma and son

Snow country

Tokyo Ueno Station

Kim Jiyoung, born 1982 = Palsip yi nyeon saeng Kim Jiyeong

Osebol : voices from a Swedish village
Exile and nation-state formation in Argentina and Chile, 1810-1862

The secret history of soldiers: how Canadians survived the Great War